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It’s that time of year again! I
love when the leaves are
turning, the magical colors of
Fall enveloping us. After a
fantastic summer spent
outside, using the garden as
much as possible, it’s now time
for clean up. All those beautiful
leaves have to go somewhere! 
 However you look at it,
whether you like to work for an
hour or two here or there, or
spend weekends getting as
much done as you can, there’s
lots of time that needs to be
spent in the garden.  As
parents, we need to figure out
a way to do this around the
kids. When my oldest was a
baby, I’d clip his monitor onto
my belt and start raking up the
leaves as soon as he took a
nap. Now that I have two, I’ve
had to find a way to
incorporate them into the
yardwork, or else pay a sitter to
watch them. 

I’ve found I can get yard work
done while the kids are around,
and not only that but enjoy my
time in the garden with them. It
takes a little bit of forward
planning on my part, but if I do
that I can spend afternoons
with them happily pottering
around the garden, and more
importantly, my husband and I
can spend most of a weekend
day out there getting the work
done without feeling as if we’re
making the kids suffer until we
can go and do something fun.
The time in the garden is our
family fun time, and if they can
come away from it thinking
they’ve had a good day, and
we can tick the Fall clean up
off the to-do list without
ending up frazzled and
stressed, we’ve all won! 
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My Top Tips

1. Short and Sweet to Start

If you're kids aren’t used to hanging
out with you in the garden,
especially if they’re not used to
being left to entertain themselves, it
can take some getting used to. Don’t
push them for too long to begin with
– start with an hour or two here or
there. If you ask them to spend the
whole day outside when they’re
used to going places or watching
TV, you’re setting all of you up for a
disaster!

2.Preparation is Key!

Check out pages 6 and 7 for lots of
ideas you can use to set your whole
family up to succeed spending time
in the yard

4.  Get the kids involved

You’ll be surprised by how much
more they’ll be willing to engage,
especially older kids, if you ask for
their input or let them be
responsible for a whole task and
how it is completed. Ask them how
they would like to help, and take on
board as many of their ideas as is
feasible. It might seem like their
suggestions will take longer, but if it
keeps them busy while you tick of
other items on the to do list, and you
then help them finish it off, you
might achieve more than forcing
them to do it in the most effective
way and then they get bored and
don’t complete it.

5.Plan breaks

If you have a neighbor who invites
them over to play (or you can
engineer an invite at a certain time)
then accept! If you have multiple
kids then you might find only having
one or two helping while another is
off doing another activity might
make things easier. The key is to
ensure that no kid feels as if they are
left with more burden of clean up
than the others.

3.  Offer rewards

When we’ve spent the day working
in the yard instead of inside
watching TV or playing video
games, I’m more than happy to offer
a movie night after!
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 Top Tips (continued)

7.Play with them!

Even when you have a lot to do,
make sure to put in a bit of time here
and there to just play with the kids.
Jump with them in that pile of leaves
you just raked, or run about and
splash with them and the hose. If
you’re already in your messy clothes
and working hard, it’s a perfect time
to let the kid in you take over. Your
children will sense when it’s fun for
you too, and it might be just the
break you need before starting back
to work again.

6.  Don't push it!

When I sense the kids are done, I
quickly make a move inside again.
It’s important to me that they enjoy
being outside, not just because it’s
such a big part of our lifestyle, but
also because I know it will be easier
to tempt them outside again the
next time I need to do some yard
work. In Fall that’s more days than
not, and our lives are so much easier
if the kids are ready to head outside
with a positive attitude, assuming
that they’re going to have fun.



Preparation is Key! 
How to plan to keep the kids busy so you can maximize your

time outdoors

I often find that I tell the kids we’re going outside, and just after I’ve found them jackets, searched
out the sidewalk chalk, wandered off to find the rake and gardening gloves, they start complaining
they’re hungry and then I’m wandering back inside. The loop sometimes feels as if it’s endless, and
sometimes I look back, wondering if I actually achieved anything. When I know I need to get work
done in the yard, I find that a bit of forward planning can make all the difference to being more
efficient. Just as I’ve found now that I work from home when the kids are out the house, I need to
plan so my butt is in that chair and I’m working the minute the kids are picked up. Here are some
ideas I’ve discovered that make things a lot easier for us:

Take time to prep without them.     
 If both my husband and I are home,
one of us might play with them while
the other goes outside to get
everything ready. If it’s just me alone,
I’m likely to sit them in front of the TV
for one show. I have those 23 minutes
down, and know just how much I can
get done in that time! If we’re about to
spend a good few hours outside, I don’t
feel guilty about letting them watch TV
first
All the snacks.                                   
 I feel as if this is on every to-do list I
write for posts or articles about kids!
It’s so true, though – if they are fueled
up, then they’re more likely to be
content when they first get outside and
find something to entertain themselves.
I make sure they eat a snack (and I’ll
probably drink a coffee) just before we
head outside. I also use this time to
chat with them about what we’re going
to do, to set their expectations.  
More snacks!                                     
If we’re going to be outside for a while,
and I really need to get things done
without interruptions, I’ll often bring
some snacks outside. I won’t
necessarily advertise they are there,
but if a kid comes up to me and moans
about being hungry, I can point them
out and know they can solve the
problem themselves without anyone
going back inside all messy.  I also
make sure to fill up water bottles for
everyone and leave them somewhere
prominent and easy for everyone to
access 

Bring out toys to let them play.         
 I love when the kids help with chores,
and often times they’ll play on their own,
pulling at mud or digging in the messy
areas. But sometimes they’ll wander
over and complain about being bored,
and that’s when it’s useful to have some
ideas up my sleeve to keep them
outside just a bit longer. Sometimes it’s
a sign that they're almost done, and that
means I know to finish up what I’m
working on before the meltdowns hit! I
usually have sidewalk chalk and water
ready, because those almost always
keep my boys occupied. Sometimes I’ll
suggest they get out their bikes or the
skateboard, although those usually
mean I need to be more involved. I’m
also not against them bringing toys
outside. My oldest will sometimes sit
under a tree and read a book, and
sometimes I’ll bring a box of Duplo or
blocks out for the pre-schooler to play
with. While my kids are almost at the
age that I could let them play inside
without me there, I like the idea that
they play outside while we work outside.
Otherwise, they start calling us in
sooner than we’d like, and when they
play outside, they sometimes drop what
they’re doing when they see me move
onto something more interesting and I
can entice them into helping again.
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Preparation is Key! 

 
Be ready to switch chores often.
While some tasks need you to stay
focused and complete them in one go,
most yard work can be done in fits and
starts. I often think of hummingbirds
while I dart around doing housework or
yard work. I rarely spend more than 5
minutes on any one task. But as long
as things are getting done, and I know I
can get out again soon, I’d rather not
tick anything on the to-do list, as long
as I’m getting closer to doing so on
each one. I'll work on something in the
backyard but be ready to drop that and
go around to the front if the boys want
to play on their bikes. I will prune
bushes but be ready to trade out for
rakes if the kids ask if there’s anything
they can help with. I like to keep a
mental list in my head of all the things I
could do so that I’m ready to trade to
something else at a moment’s notice.
Prep your next meal.                          
 I usually push the kids to stay out as
long as possible, and as a result, we
often head back inside only when their
tummies are growling. If it’s dinner time,
I like to have something in the crockpot
or pressure cooker, ready to serve, or
at least some chips or veggies ready to
put in front of them to munch on while I
cook. If we’re heading back in for lunch,
soup that’s on the stove ready to be
heated is usually the answer
everyone’s craving. 
Prep your tools.                            
 This might sound silly, but if I can, I
take the chance to find everything I
need too. It’s so easy to focus on
getting the kids set up, but there’s
nothing worse than spending the first
half hour wandering back and forth to
the garage or shed looking for things
I’m going to need. 

 
Find yardwork for your kids.          
My boys don’t want to help with all the
chores, and at their young age, that’s
often a good thing! But there are some
chores they can help with that are also
fun, and I’m happy to give them those
tasks so they can feel a part of the
process of cleanup. We talk about
yardwork the same way we do about
cleaning up the playroom, and the more
hands are involved, the faster the work
gets done.
Take time alone to clean up.       
   Just as some time alone to set things
up at the start really helps, the same
can be said for finishing up for the day.
If we’re not all starving and ready to eat,
I’ll let the kids watch a show or play
something ‘special’ while I do the last of
the cleanup work. Sometimes it doesn’t
get done, or sometimes I have to
remind myself to get it done later when
they’re busy with something else. Don’t
feel bad about abandoning all the tools
and toys and heading inside when you
can see that the kids are done, knowing
that you’ll have to go back and sort it
later. Forcing the kids to stay out longer
when you can sense they’re reached
their limit can make it hard to persuade
them to come out again next time.
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Let Them Help 
outside chores your kids will love to help with

We never force our kids to get involved with yard work; unlike housework, which everyone
participates in, yard work is voluntary in our family. The main reason for that is that we want them to
enjoy being outside. Because they’re used to mucking in, they often want to help, and it can really
extend our time in the yard if they can alternate between playtime and getting involved with chores
along with us. We pay them for any voluntary chores they complete (see [ ] section for a discussion
on whether you should pay your kids or not) and as they’re still young this will hold their interest,
but not for long. The chore generally needs to be something fun for them in its own right. As far as
I’m concerned, the successful completion of the chore is at the bottom of the list of reasons to do it!
So you will see some things on this list that will result in either zero net gain for you, in that you’ll
still have to do the chore, or even slightly more work cleaning up their ‘help’. My motto is that
anything that keeps them happy and busy is a win, and so I love it, but you might want to think
about how successful they can be before offering up any of these suggestions.

Clean toys and store                       
 This one is easy and almost always fun
for the kids. Give them the hose, a
bucket of warm soapy water, and an old
toothbrush or scrubbing brush. Ask them
to clean off all the sand toys, swings,
scooters and bikes. I often have the kids
‘clean’ the outdoor chairs and tables.
Depending on the size of the items
involved, they might not be able to pack
them away, but you can send them on a
search of the garden to make sure
everything has been found and brought
to one location, to let you do the last
move of everything once it’s there.

Powerwash deck                   
Depending on the ages of your kids, this
is one to consider. My nearly 7-year-old
has just discovered this ‘chore’ and is
eager to help. The 3-year-old will happily
take a scrubbing brush and a bucket of
water and wash too.

Wash windows and doors                 
This is something I definitely need to redo
once they’re finished, although I often ask
them to wash a lot of things I wouldn’t
normally wash, such as the garage door or
shed window, and then it’s really just an
activity to keep them busy

 Drain hoses and drip irrigation 
 Last on the water theme, and one my
kids love to help with is to drain the
hoses. We usually let them play with
them for quite a while first.
Rake leaves                                     
  In our yard, this is a never-ending
activity in Fall, especially as we have
trees that shed at different times. We
have a couple of kid-sized rakes, and
‘leaf hands’, so there’s always an easy
way for them to help. This is never an
activity that they complete, but if I can
get them to rake with me for 5 or 10
minutes, then it gets them more used
to the chore, and I often find that over
the course of Fall they’ll rake for longer
and longer periods of time.

Prune trees and shrubs             
 While my kids are too young to do this
alone, I usually get them to help me
‘spot’ what needs trimmed and help
pick up the debris after.
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To Bribe or Not to Bribe?
Why we pay our kids for yard work

Whether to pay your kids to help with yardwork or not is definitely one for debate, and lots of people
have strong views. We don’t pay for the kids to help with chores in the house, and their allowance is
separate from their requirement to do chores. Having said that, we don’t expect them to do yardwork.

For now, we’re keen to keep them motivated to be outside, and we’re well aware that if they really
don’t want to be there, that’s going to make it hard for us as a family to enjoy outdoor activities and to
get yardwork done. Maybe as they get older we’ll change our stance on this, but for now it’s working

well. 
We pay a quarter for every 15 minutes of work. As they’re both still young, they often only help out
with yardwork for a short time before they’re keen to play again. As I’ve already said, our goal right
now is to keep us outside as long as possible, and so we’re happy to pay for short time periods of

work. Usually when we get back inside after a whole day of yardwork, we’ll be putting 2 or maybe 3
quarters in each of their jars.  

So, there you have it! I hope this guide was useful and has
helped you figure out some solutions to allow you to finish the
yard work while also getting the kids involved. 
What tips do you think will help you the most? I'd love to hear
from you with comments on the one or two things you're most
likely to implement as you get to the Fall clean up chores in
your yard. 
Please reach out to me at gill.hill@ymail.com and let me
know. 
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